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Attleboro Schools ensures
excellence for all students

through powerful learning and
constructive collaboration
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Attleboro’s Children

• 9 schools -nearly 6000 students
• One (1) comprehensive high school for 1800 students
• 28% Free-and-reduced lunch
• 15.5% Students with disabilities
• 13% Students with first language other than English  

(39 languages in the district)
• 75% White,7% Hispanic, 7% Multi-racial, 4% 

African-American, 4% Asian
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• 700 employees
• 400 teachers (23% live in Attleboro, majority of teachers 

have 6-7 years of experience)
• Superintendent in her 5th year
• Leadership Team composed of long-standing Attleboro 

educators (not necessarily long in Principal etc. positions) 
and administrators new to the district

• Mayor, City Council, 9-member School Committee

Prior to 2006, a history of mediocre/flat achievement 
and a sentiment of “we are a good school district and, 
as a community, we are proud of our schools” 
prevailed.
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How does ensuring excellence for all students happen 
through powerful learning and constructive 

collaboration every day in every way in every school?

“Student achievement is the core of our work.”
(Professional Employees Evaluation System, Page 1)
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 People 
(Roles, responsibilities, accountability)

 Resources 
(Supports, tools, materials, professional 
development)

 Time
(Structures, venues, communication, 
communication, communication)
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• Standards of practice for all educators
• Expectations for constructive collaboration
• Identifying and filling gaps in the continuum
• Investment in leadership development
• Explicit training/modeling of the “people” work
• Collecting “on the ground” data
• Managing and navigating the politics
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• Three (3) schools off the AYP list  
• Attleboro’s achievement gains averaged better than the 

state average gains
• Noteworthy and substantial progress with our 

subgroups
• Solid improvement in Writing
• Full-Day Kindergarten investment reaping long-term 

benefits
• Considerable collaboration with the teachers’ union
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• Full NEASC accreditation for Attleboro High School 
(Five years on Warning status with 84 
recommendations cited in 2005)

• Tripling of student participation in Advanced 
Placement classes (90        250) with 60% of the 
students scoring qualifying scores of 3 or above for 
college credit (MMSI Year 1)

• Documented success rate of support programs for at-
risk youth (AEDP, Credit Recovery, Invention Center, 
etc.)
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• National recognition for the Bay State Reading 
Initiative results (substantial growth in 2 elementary 
schools)

• Selection as one of three(3) districts to work with 
Teachers21 in Race to the Top state work

• Increased and purposeful discourse on teaching and 
learning and what the Journey Toward Excellence 
looks like now and in the future
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A cultural transformation shift: 

The Attleboro community now expects and 
demands excellence from its schools.

Attleboro Public Schools must continually re-
invent itself and sustain a full continuum of 
services to improve student achievement at all 
levels. 

Issues of maintaining the momentum in very difficult 
and challenging times
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